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12+
30–45
min

Game Overview
Spycon is a deduction game of associations played over a series of rounds where
one player becomes the Spy and two teams try to guess the Spy’s identity. The Spy
will be trying to come up with a way of describing a combination of their
Character and the Keyword so only their team can understand who the Spy is
talking about.

The Spy and the
Spy’s team know
the Keyword. During
their description,
the Spy should refer
to the Keyword to
increase their team’s
chances.

Only the Spy knows
who the Character is.
Whichever team
guesses it after the
Spy’s description,
scores VPs.

Gameplay
Players split up into 2 teams. At the start of the round, the
team whose turn it is chooses one player to be their Spy.
The Spy draws 2 cards: a Character and a Keyword.

Everyone knows
the full lists of
Characters and
Keywords for the
whole game.

The Spy starts saying:
“The Character doesn’t
need this Keyword at all, but they
definitely used something similar, of the
same shape and function. What’s more,
they were famous for it.”

At any point during the game, any player may stop the game to try and
guess the Character. Regardless of who stopped the game, the
intercepting team is always first to make their guess. The sooner
the Character is guessed, the more VPs are scored and the farther the
team’s standee is advanced.
Keyword cards

Spy standees

Character cards

Red Carpet Line

Both teams apply additional effects from the Red Carpet Line cards
they stop on.

Round End
The teams have 3 shared attempts (consisting of 1 guess for each
team) to reveal the Spy’s identity.

Game End
They also have identical sets of single-use Action cards that provide
a significant advantage.

Whichever team makes it to the end of the Red Carpet Line first, wins!

Key Selling Features

Practical Info

• A detective team-based party game unlike
any other!
• A completely independent Spyfall spinoff: the same challenging atmosphere with
totally different mechanics
• Hilarious artwork, 80+ unique illustrations

CONTENTS
112 cards (28 Non-Fictional Characters,
28 Fictional Characters, 2 blank Character
cards, 24 Keywords, 14 Actions, 16 Red
Carpet Line cards), 2 Spy standees,
2 standee bases, 2 dry-erase markers,
2 double-sided Character sheets, 2 double-sided Keyword sheets, rules of play
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